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The surgical treatment of malignant tumors will consist of resection of part of the maxilla. Sometimes even surrounding tissues may be removed. The extent of the resection depends on the localization and size of the tumor.

The defects may be grouped as follows:

1. Palatal defects (in the hard or in the hard and the soft palate)
2. Defects in the alveolar ridge.
3. Defects in the buccal surface of the maxilla (in the event of tumors in the maxillary sinus).
4. Actual maxillary defects (marginal resections, retaining the (unilateral or bilateral) nasal structures (subtotal resections, retaining the orbital floor) (total resection with removal of the orbital floor, too).
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The Troubles of the Patient After Maxillary Resection:

The maxillary defects will often be of considerable nuisance to the patient.

This is due to the abnormal connection between the mouth and nasal cavity, or between the mouth and the maxillary sinus.

Speech becomes inarticulate and nasal.

Eating becomes difficult, because liquid nourishment will run into the nasal cavity and out through the nostrils.

If a greater part of the buccal surface of the maxilla is removed the cheek will lose its bony support, and this involves a disfiguration of the face. The extent of disfiguration depends on whether any shrinkage of the scar tissue occurs in the soft tissue during the healing period.

By total maxillary resections where the floor of the orbit is removed the eyeball will be displaced downwards, which will often result in double vision.

The purpose of the prosthodontic treatment is to remedy the inconvenience of the patient. It has many years been discussed whether, prior to maxillary resection, some kind of apparatus to be placed in the mouth of the patient immediately after operation should be constructed.

As far back as 1875, the Frenchman Claude MARTIN (6) gave an account of the construction of immediate resection dentures, which were placed in the cavity immediately after the resection, and which to the greatest possible extent corresponded in shape and size with the piece of jaw resected.

The purpose was above all to counteract shrinkage of the scars, thereby also counteracting disfiguration of the face. This kind of prosthesis fell into discredit, however, as it increased the risk of infection and irritated the surfaces of the wound, causing a delay of the healing process.

Today it is preferable to use a simple template:

This template may be shaped as an acrylic base that supports the tamponade, or in cases where the surfaces of the resection cavity are covered with skin graft, its may be provided with an obturator of thermoplastic impression material that keeps the graft
in position. If there are any teeth left in the healthy side of the jaw, the template is retained by means of clasps or a capsplint. With edentulous patients, the templated may be wired to the alveolar ridge in the healthy side and to the zygomatic arch in the side operated on.

As dentures made after maxillectomy are often insufficiently supported in the operated area, the result is poor stability, which again may influence the remaining teeth. As protection against the damaging lever action against the remaining teeth, these may be provided with crowns inlays that are soldered together. In cases where such bridge constructions are soldered together. In cases where such bridge constructions are not made it is advisable to use continuous clasps, thereby distributing the load on all the teeth. It would be advisable also to reduce the clinical crowns.

Particular Obturator Dentures can be constructed as rigid or stressbroken dentures.

Rigid Constructions:

By palatal resections and minor resections of the alveolar ridge the saddle has a bony support, and a rigid construction will therefore be indicated. In such cases the denture can be retained by means of precision attachments, telescopic crowns or cast clasps.

The Austrians TRAUNER and PLISCHKA (7) have in particular been advocates of the application of telescopic crowns in the construction of surgical prostheses. Telescopic crowns will give denture a good retention and afford and effective dental support. In order to stabilize the remaining teeth, the inner telescopic crowns may be connected, either by direct soldering or by insertion of bar connectors.

The telescopic crown has a retaining effect between of the surfaces of the outer and inner crown (1-2). The constant insertion and removal of the prosthesis will unfortunately reduce the friction, and it is often an advantage to incorporate some special device in the telescopic crowns in order to increase the retention.

Stress-broken Constructions:

By unilateral maxillary resections the denture will be badly supported on the operated side, and functional load in this region
will be badly supported on the operated side, and functional load in this region will therefore cause a lever action on the remaining teeth. To avoid this, stress-broken dentures are used.

**Full Dentures**

When constructing full dentures, efforts must be made to provide sufficient retention for the denture, either by making use of the undercut of the cavity or by applying special intermaxillary stabilizers.

**OBTURATORS**

Oblutators have various functions. The principal function is to form a closure between mouth and nasal cavity, thereby enabling the patient to talk and eat. Besides, it must support the muscles of the cheek to counteract disfiguration of the face. Furthermore, it must assist in retaining and stabilizing the denture by extending into the undercuts of the cavity.

The closed, hollow obturator that fills out the whole cavity is sometimes so big that is has to be constructed in two parts. A more handy construction is the closed, hollow obturator that fills out only the lower part of the cavity and to utilize the existing undercuts, if any for the retention of the denture.

The open, bowl-shaped obturator has for many years been used at the Royal Dental College of Copenhagen (4). It is shaped as a "cuff" that extends 2 or 3 cm into the cavity. In 1944 the Finnish prosthodontist YLPPÖ recommended this type on the basis of phonetic research, and from a practical point of view, it has the advantage that is easier to construct and correct than the closed type. From a hygienic point of view, it is a drawback that secretion will collect in the bowl. This, however, may be remedied by frequent cleaning.

**Construction of Obturators for Patients with Large Defects**

Austrian prosthodontist WIRTH constructed a stabilizer which revolves on an axis placed transvertically to the lower denture and kept in contact with upper denture by means of a rubber band.

Magnets have also been applied and placed opposite each other in the upper and lower dentures (3, 5).
The spring coil was previously the most applied intermaxillary stabilizer, the spring was fixed to the upper and the lower denture by means of two hinges working a sagittal plane. The hinges were placed boccal to the bicuspids. However, the springs had several drawbacks. BANGER pointed out that the elastic force is uncontrollable, and that it may cause a certain transformation of the remaining part of the jaw, which is weakened as a consequence of the resection. Besides the spring coils often irritate the mucosa of the cheeks. In such a case like this it is advisable to put a rubber tube over the spring coil. Radical cancer surgery often results in large defects which creates great difficulty to the prosthodontist. In case of large defect we have used spring coils for a better retention. Prior to the operation a template was made for the patient.

An impression of the denture base is taken in alginate material, and the impression tray is constructed by pouring cold cure acrylic material into the alginate impression.

Using clear acrylic material it helps to observe if there were any material into the alginate impression.

Using clear acrylic material it helps to observe if there were any anaemic spots (in the surrounding tissues caused by too much pressure).

After four weeks period final denture was made for the patient, this time we have used the obturator as an impression tray and took the final impression by using tissue conditioner (Co-Soft) or black gutachae percha.

After bilateral resection, the prosthodontic treatment is extremely difficult, and only in close co-operation with the surgeon will the prosthodontist succeed in obtaining an acceptable result. In such cases, it is the task of the surgeon to create grafted osseous surfaces that are able to withstand the masticatory load transmitte through the denture (4).

Besides he can assist the prosthodontist in keeping the lower the part of the soft palate, which after some months tends to shrink along the line of resection and become a stiff band which can be used to stabilize the denture.

Case No. 1 The picture shows such a denture which is supported and partly retained in the upper vault of the antrum. The most
dorsal part of the obturator is suspended from the remaining part of the soft palate. (Figure 1)

![Dentures Constructed for Case 1](image1)

**Fig : 1 — Dentures Constructed for Case 1**
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**Fig : 2 — Resected areas**

Spring coil has been used a stabilizer in this case.

Case No : 2 Shows a case rights sided subtotal resection (Figure 2) is combined with resection of the hard as well as the soft palate. In this case full denture with a closed hollow obturator was made (Fig. 3). The frontal part of the obturator is shaped so that it rests on the remaining bone in the lateral cranial part of the cavity, while it is not in contact with the epithelium on the nasal septum.
Fig : 3 — Dentures constructed for case 2

Fig : 4 — Inserted prosthesis in closed position

Case No : 3 A patient on whom a resection of soft palate and the dorsal part of hard palate have been performed (Fig 5).

Fig : 5 — Resected soft palate and the dorsal part of the hard palate
Fig 6 — Dentures constructed for case 3

The task the dorsal part of the obturator is to replace the soft plate (Fig 6), and it is therefore shaped as a functional obturator, which means that it is in contact with the pharyngeal muscles when the patient swallows and articulated consonants. Spring coil used as stabilizer too.

Fig 7 — Completed rehabilitation seen in centric relation.
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